
Sex poses like being able to lick/suck nipples would be nice.
The glitch I experience most is people not loading properly or they say they are standing in front of me but I see them walking into a wall where they entered. I would think this was my computer except it happens to everyone. I 
would like poses such as breast fondling and suckling. Harker spanking of the behind, the one you have is way too soft and tame. Missionary sex pose, yes some of us do like that. Pose where the man is laying on top of the 
woman and kissing. There are probably more I cant think of

Piercings e.g. ear, nose, navel & nipple

editor to link custom textures to props
As a woman, I've been more into details, so I would love to have some tiny, more intimate tattoos than the big ones we got. The body editor could also be improved a bit and of course there is always clothing missing. And I 
would find it exciting if men could show us their arousal just like in real life. A flaccid penis also corresponds more to the situation, e.g. nude beaches or saunas.
As for the room/world editor, there could be an imprvement when creating thin and curved objects, such as sagging ropes or curved walls.

´+Mini game

Capes, Bunny and kitty tails, devil and angel wings, better general room dj.

have the avatar defending them self from rude people

please don't make a strong sandbox in the game

toys for/with sexposes

I realy love toi custom ou character

Would love to be able to do something with xgold maybe buy clothing or trade x gold for game time
There is great creative potential in the community. Instead of sandbox editors like the room editor, the devs might consider including the users for certain creative work, and do the final quality check on it. That worked e.g. with 
the tattoo skins. Might work for other elements like poses as well.

Why is there no male facial?
There really needs to be more choices of clothing for the Male Avatars. Especially with Dance Teams helping out the Club Owners with entertaining their guests. There also should be more choices with the sex poses when it 
comes to partners and what they can do together. Some of the limitations can be frustrating. Especially with the lack of BDSM choices.

Really would like piercings!
From the moment we had the possibility to create our Clothes and our Pose Editor, and they could be exchanged between users, the game would not need much improvement in sexual poses and clothes, because in this way, we 
would all have the possibility of not asking for more poses being able to create them yourself, thanks

men should be about to get womans clothing,,and pee options

Would like to see wedding rings when married, would like to have better loving poses to curl up with my husband. Better clothing options.

More sensual and romantic poses for married couples in game. Foreplay and sex both. A lot of the the poses seem to be geared to silly positions that are out of a porn movie. Also more BDSM poses and props for said poses.

Creampie visuals is the only thing that really matters

My pussy to have creampies and to see the mans cum all over his dick and all around my pussy lips and sides of my thighs

Unlimited option in clothes coloring in shorts too

Earrings!

VR mode is Minimal Viable Product. It's a working demo but needs to be finished. A little bit more time on this and it will draw a lot of new users.

Group poses needed

Penis size option

A more complex character design for more diffrent looks like chubby or skinny.

Skirts/botttoms remaining on during sex/bjs. Cocks visible under skirts and dresses



Solo sex poses for F and M. With them will be possible create more paired and group poses.

It would great if users could use your animation software to submit animations. Also there needs to be more body variations if possible.

Mainly, the element that would be more interesting is the personalization of the avatar, by customization but also by the addition of clothes (ideally with an editor as for the rooms)

In general most poses can be made for every sex, or at least there needs to be more love for futas in the game

Please add features and hair that is available in other free versions of the game

more poses for 3somes, Bi and BDSM or new poses with orgy (+3 avis)

Option for legacy apartments for homes

Add fire fighter gear you already have cops
I'm big fan of rp and a lot of people on the game are just like me and I think that the soft cock option for men and women would be a verry good add and I've been thinking aout this option for long and most of my friend would 
agree whit it. Having more sex pose is always good for people that love cold or people who loves rp.
according to me it is necessary more clothing and personalization for the avatars because we the men have the impression to be clones ^^ . it would also be necessary for the role plays because without the clothing it is difficult to 
enter the character.

More jewelry and earrings would be so nice

all those choices are good

Breast play
I love the game and for sure it has come a long way. Very nice graphics and poses. Would love to see more couple dances instead of just slow dance. It would be nice to be able to maybe walk through people because if you're in 
a crowded room you're stuck because you're surrounded and can't move. It would be nice to be able to use gifts given from people other than just being a sticker that does nothing. Maybe add more fun poses like you would do 
with friends not just a lover for example: high 5, maybe play chicken in the pools. Etc. More poses in your furniture. More clothing styles maybe when be able to design your own like some other games allow not to sale but just 
to use for your own.
More clothes: the lack of clothing options for men is disappointing and what we already have isn't great. for example, the "golf shirt" (top right "top wear") is tucked into the pants. most men wear this untucked. another example 
is the suit jacket (right column 4th down), which should be longer. it would also be great if we could take the jacket off and just wear the shirt beneath.
More sex poses: first, there are many "vaginal" poses that do not have an "anal" version and vice versa. the "missionary" vaginal bed pose is one that should be ported to anal. the "standing" anal bed pose (currently #9) should be 
ported to vaginal. beyond that, there are not enough group poses (MMF and MFF specifically). for MMF, there should be a non-standing bed double penetration pose and a pose for the F to suck both cocks. for MFF, there should 
be a pose where the F is double penetrated by the M & F. there should be MMMF poses as well.
More more avatar customization: women have been waiting a LONG time for piercings (specifically, nipple, belly button, ears, and nose).

make the game more custumizable also the pose, its a porn game, let the game shape from the fantasy of the player
One major thing would be Femboy/Sissy support for me personally. Proper Flat Chest option on the female body, as well as a BULGE option in clothing on females if they choose to have a penis.
One SUPER BIG thing is, BDSM option, like actual BDSM stuff like in Second Life, the BDSM community is already super big in 3dx without real support or proper tools. If the proper tools and support would be given, I'm 
sure 3dx would experience yet again a massive boom.
285 / 5000
Risultati della traduzione
more customization of the avatar is needed so as not to look all the same and be copied. More robust shapes are needed for the avatars and customization in the clothes, also in order to better develop one's own fantasies and 
creativity. Missing many poses for 3 some..there is little choice.

Hey! I feel like there's just not enough options in game to customize. Especially sliders for hair lenght, which has already been teased years ago, would be epic! Please give us more content to use!

Pose editor is a good idea. About clothes, you should see how it is in RLC. Everything can be customized and shared between users. When you say about pose editor, could be also a pose editor for dances.
Would like to cum on ass...
Ability to customize short voice tracks and play them on command
Ability to carry another player

more male clothes

Woulg like to be able to change the glossyness and transparency of clothes



Sex would be a lot better with more poses and/or a pose editor. Also more clothes is always better

In general more BDSM interactions

i think we can make fat, small, long avis.

Pose editor would be really nice.

Nipple/ body piercings. And nail designs

Us men are lacking clothes and hair styles and dances that shouldn't have us looking off as we do them, at least add some more for us

would love more clothing options!!!!!
males have almost no cloths, and sure most people including guys seem to be playing girl characters, but it doesn't mean us guys that want to play as ourselves don't deserve some love.
girls have more categories of clothing and around 30 pieces of clothing in each one, and the guys have around 6 pieces when a lot of them are not even editable, colour/prints wise. it's really challenging to create unique and cool 
male looks without looking too silly and weird, some more cloths as jackets hoodies vasts and roleplay themed cloths would be very very appreciated.
hesitating between "more sex poses" and "pose editor" maybe a mini tool that would allow to place character and do key frame to understand the move and if it's validated by reasons maybe a vote do it and add it (dildo, double 
dildo poses). more clothes like summe, winter clothes, rp clothes like nurse, firefighter. maybe things like nipple piercings or/and clamps

Unfortunately, there are only 3 selection options I would have liked to choose more.

More BDSM poses
Would like more options for room editor as well but couldnt' choose it. More sex poses always welcome. The new dance moves were unneeded (and kinda silly options). More poses for 'modeling' and and idle animations would 
be nice. And an option to look pregnant. As an avid RP'er I spend most of my time in RP not sex roooms so options to enhance our RP would be great!

More poses like, Tits lick and kiss, legs kiss and lick and more cumshots options for FF and 3some options Would be amazing

Allow room owners to select Adkins of their rooms to control radios

I want to walk beside my husband hand in hand or lay my head on his shoulder as we hug

Why can't every MF pose also be a FF pose for futas?

Feels like there's been a lack of sexy outfit (a nurse outfit for example) and new sex poses lately.
I want to be able to make a cute femboy. Since the male model is so godawful ugly I have to use female and for some reason flatchested female doesn't exists.
I also want small, limp dick.
And since can only do 3 of the above options, more avatar customization, imvu has more.
More clothes, imvu once again has had played made clothes, poses, everything for years.

There’s a severe lack of bdsm

More prints would be a cheap and easy solution for the lack of clothes.

I'd like more realistic natural breast physics

Need hair on the male body!!! Please!!!



welcome everybody
Please add the Arabic language to the new version
There are a lot of Arab friends here and we all suffer from 3DXCHAT not being supported
Arabic language, which makes everyone bothered by this thing
We all pay our extra money here for fun in our time
But sadness hangs over us because the Arabic language does not support his book and reading in the 3DXCHAT game
So please support the Arabic language and add it to the next versions
There are many Arab friends who would like to join 3DXCHAT
But upon hearing that the Arabic language does not allow everyone to move away from the idea of joining
While many of my Arab friends who are here have left the game too because of the lack of Arabic language and its support
I hope my message reaches you this and the Arabic language is written and readers in 3DXCHAT game
https://3dxforum.com/uploads/monthly_2020_06/2020-06-04_124741.png.10ee6108a416d4f2e9e90a30cbd63aff.png
This is a picture of how the Arabic language will exit in 3DXCHAT game
The form is wrong where the letters are not related to each other
( عیمجالب ابحرم )
The correct form of the Arabic language is the interconnection of letters together
( مرحبا بالجمیع )
This mistake was corrected by using some writing correction software to get it right
Writing should be on the right, not on the left
Please solve this problem that everyone suffers from since the first release of the game
Greetings, everyone
Basically make things so avatars aren't clones. And very important, maybe age slider and possibility to have cubby and fat avatars to makes them look more like us.
Add horns, tails wings and stuff for roleplayers. I could only tick 3 options but soft genitals would be a great plus. If possible, one inverted nipples choice and piercings. Most common spots like belly button, nose and tongue.

Customizable clothes and hair or accept form users and control before loading in the game

Would like to control dance speed

I love the game. Men need more clothes options shirts that are not V-Necks and to be able to customize colors on Prints. Men are not always hard and women are not always wearing high heels.
Bimbo styled lips and just face in general. Would be great if you could change facial features sepperately.
More sexy clothes for sure.
Some more impotant content missing in my opinion: Condoms for more immersion, Option to keep clothes on during sex, More Cumshot poses, Creampies, Cum fading out in time instead of disappearing (maybe make a clean 
button?).
Would aslo be very nice to have interactive poses like walking together by hands or walkign while carrying your partner :)
i would love to be able to assign my own individual colours to all my clothing - including shoes and accessories - and of course women never can have enough shoes ;-) - a few more summer shoes / sandals would be very 
welcome
The game have really good base but the lack of customization for characters is sad because everyone look the same because there is not enough clothes and customisation.
The other problem is the fact that when you play this game for a long time you have nothing to do, dancing and fucking are fun and that the point of the game but i feel like the game can be more.
And please add more groupe sex fff ffm mmf....

More clothes and customization avatar really miss for a lot of us

gang bang options

some bdsm stuff

Id love some poses where i can put my hand up my girls skirt and finger bang her standing up. Clothes are a huge turn on for me. Body cumshot poses for Futa/GG stuff. Creampie animations would be hot AF.

The lack of clothing is more than just obvious, apart from that it would be golden to have a preview for animations inside of the world editor.

Being able to make female ava pregnant in customisation

Just enabling custom texture maps for clothes and room objects would go as LONG way



Clothes for men there are not many choices.
Need poses for 4 or more people.
We like more option of character make them more human and maybe more object for roleplays....like tailes and wings....
a lightning pose editor maybe help us rotate better the poses without in out to test them so many times too....
As for the mini games includes and natural radio like rain birds sounds etc.
More cuddling / romantic pose :-) / slowdance types
Minigames: Challenge other player for a mini-game. The winner's prize 10-15 xgold, the loser also losing xgolds. Or some team skill game which fit for naughty things, like darts, It would make the game more playful.
The biggest issue for me is the lack of gay content for males, and the lack of content for male avatars in general. I know the target demographic for this game is cishet people, but it angers me how gay content & interactions feels 
like a watterd down version of the game. I have both a male and female avatar., and I can say with certainty that females have more customization options as well as more pose options to choose from. I find myself playing more 
as my female avatar pretending to be a female to get the same experiences that I want to have on my male avatar, it works, but it dosent feel right.

Would also add in a new animation skeleton to allow for more smooth animations.
Would love some tit play poses.
Would love a hand holding pose for walking.

Would be great a spitroast pose M/F/Futa, and something to better control who's in the middle when clicking 3some poses
Many things are missing, including selected things, but also an editor for rooms but in multiplayer. Editing new and old clothes via photoshop like in other games of the same genre. Lacking many hair styles, and also revisiting 
old things, clothes and hair. Improve avatar customization, otherwise they often all look the same, add something to entice RP, such as pregnancy.

What I miss most is diving into the sea. The animation is present on the Yacht and Beach, but not in custom rooms.

No cock option


